Updates from Undergraduate Curricula

Undergraduate Catalog
• 3-15-21: Deadline to submit all Catalog pages to workflow. THANK YOU!
• 3-31-21: Deadline for Dept/School Approvers to review all changes.

‘Hours of C’ Policy for Undergraduate Majors & Minors
• Proposed change: Min. cumulative GPA of 2.000 in courses taken at UNC-CH in the major/minor core.
• Approved by the College’s Administrative Boards (3-16-21); pending review by Educational Policy Committee (EPC)
• Effective 2021-22

Teams
• General channel (for all DUS) and divisional channels (e.g., FAH, NSM, SBS)
• Use ‘@’ for posts to communication with your divisional colleagues (e.g., @FAH DUS, @NSM DUS, @SBS DUS)

IDEAs in Action
• 10-15-2021: Placing emphasis on 1) Research & Discovery, 2) High Impact, and 3) Comm. beyond Carolina course proposals
• 3-31-2021: First Year Launch CIM submission deadline (~18 departments)
• High Impact-Research subcategory will be eliminated. Research & Discovery will be the only ‘research’ category in new curriculum
• Stakeholder Reports: https://curricula.unc.edu/curriculum/ideas-in-action-curriculum/